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Nau mai haere mai! Welcome!

Welcome to Module 5 Evaluating your Teaching!

This handbook is the accompaniment to Module 5 of AUT Essentials+ (Modules 3-5).

  

Module aims and learning outcomes
This module presents an opportunity to bring together learnings from Modules 1-4, as we explore a multi-
faceted approach to the evaluation of teaching practice.

The session will explore approaches to evaluating teaching, including reflection on practice, collecting 
feedback from students and the value of peer review. The value in taking a scholarly approach to 
developing educational practice will also be discussed.

By the end of this module, participants will feel more confident to:

1. Apply multiple strategies for evaluating the effectiveness of teaching

2. Evaluate your teaching and learning strategies

3. Reflect upon your teaching and learning practice and beliefs about learning and teaching
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How to use this handbook
This handbook contains all of the information used in the Module 5: Evaluating your Teaching workshop.

The material is purposefully presented in a way that is different from the slides used in the workshop 
presentation, as they are designed to do different things. If you want a copy of the slides please ask, 
although all of the material is in this handbook already.

This handbook is designed to help you work through activities in the workshop, and extension activities 
are included with space for you to write down key information or ideas that these activities may generate. 
You are encouraged to annotate and personalise this booklet and make it your own. Remember that noting 
things down can help you think about the activities and discussions and also capture some of the ideas for 
later use.

Look out for the navigation keys throughout this handbook: 

Apply 

Maui’s hook guides us beyond our current understanding. Follow Maui’s hook to 
reach forward, respond to questions and activities, and extend your awareness, 
knowledge, and teaching practice. 

Gather 

Tane’s baskets of knowledge provide us with resources that connect us to the 
experiences and knowledge of others. Use these resources to shape and form your 
awareness, knowledge and teaching practice. 

Resources:
Links to referenced resources are available on the digital version of this handbook at altlab.aut.ac.nz.

https://altlab.aut.ac.nz/
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What do we mean by evaluation of teaching practice? 
The word ‘evaluation’ has different meanings in different contexts. 

Evaluation can be informal, undertaken by teaching staff themselves as a part of everyday practice. 
In this sense, evaluation is:

• An ongoing process teachers engage in to inform improvements to their own practice

• A responsive, embedded part of teaching

• An inquiry

• A cycle that involves the gathering and evaluation of evidence to determine the effectiveness of one’s 
practice, followed by informed adjustments, and re-evaluation

 

Evaluation can be applied to micro and macro aspects of our teaching. A teacher can evaluate a single 
lesson – what went well today and what could I do better next time?”, an activity within a lesson, or a 
specific teaching strategy. Evaluation can also be applied more holistically, to one’s teaching approach as a 
whole, or to the effectiveness of teaching a particular paper over a particular semester.

Evaluation can also be formal; a periodical appraisal of teaching performance that may involve evaluation 
of data from student surveys, and in-class observations conducted by senior members of staff. 

At AUT, you will be engaging in both formal and informal evaluation. 

Why evaluate our teaching practice?

Teaching evaluation helps us to improve the quality of teaching, which ultimately enhances student 
learning experiences and outcomes.

Instead of implementing the top-down approach that is synonymous with formal evaluations, Darling-
Hammond (2012) argued that teaching evaluation needs to be part of a teaching and learning system that 
supports continuous improvement. Such a system gives agency to teaching staff, while supporting them to 
develop in areas where there is room for improvement.
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Developing the ability to evaluate one’s own teaching practice is considered integral enough to quality 
teaching at AUT that it forms part of progression applications for example promotion to Senior Lecturer. 

How to evaluate our teaching practice?

AUT encourages a multi-faceted approach to evaluation. To evaluate our teaching practice, we can draw 
evidence from four key sources: students, peers, self-reflection and scholarship (Brookfield, 2017). The 
multi-faceted evaluation diagram below, adapted from Brookfield, depicts these four sources and provides 
example strategies that can be used to gather evaluation evidence. These will be explored in detail through 
the module.

Multi-faceted evaluation

The diagram above highlights a range of strategies that a teacher can use to evaluate evidence from 
various sources. It also illustrates that evaluation is a holistic process. At times a teacher may be 
simultaneously evaluating (formal and or informal) evidence from all four sources. 

For example, as one teacher wrote in a reflective journal:

 “A defining moment for me as a teacher came the first time I was thrown into a class at the last 
minute. It was a class I co-taught, so I knew the students, but it was a big deal for me as I always 
prepared my lessons well. I mentioned feeling underprepared to one of the students on my way 
in the door, and he said “don’t worry, you’re a good teacher, just be yourself and relax.” I did, 
and not only did I enjoy that lesson, there was more laughter and students seemed to be more 
relaxed as well. I chatted to my co-teacher about the experience afterwards – and we argued 

https://auti.aut.ac.nz/peoplehealthsafety/staffdevel/Promotprogress/Pages/Academic-promotion-and-progression.aspx 
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back and forth a bit on the value of designing learning to the nth degree! It definitely had an 
impact on me. I wasn’t so dependent on my lesson plans moving forward and realised there’s a 
lot to be said for allowing spaces for students and myself just to ‘be’ within a session.”

(altLAB staff member, personal journal entry, February 18, 2015)

This description reveals that the teacher reflected on direct feedback from a student, observed student 
behaviour during the lesson, and sought peer input afterwards. It was a multi-faceted evaluation of an 
incident that occurred within the teacher’s practice.

A multi-faceted approach to evaluation
In this section, we unpack the diagram from page 7, to explore strategies for gathering evidence from four 
key sources: students, peers, self and scholarship.

Evidence from students

 

As teachers, we can design learning to guide students towards achievement of learning outcomes, but we 
cannot assume that their learning journey will follow the trajectory that we set.

The data generated from students gives us invaluable insights into how they actually experience learning. 

Another evaluation model to consider is the NZ Schools – Appraisal Conceptual 
Framework. This model places the learner at the centre as the central purpose 
of evaluation, and embeds concepts from Te Ao Māori including ako and 
manaakitanga. 

https://vimeo.com/226239356
https://vimeo.com/226239356
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As such, it provides guidance either affirming our teaching and learning choices, or information to allow 
us to adjust our practice to better meet their needs.  

“Seeing ourselves through our students’ eyes makes us more aware of the effects of our words 
and actions on students. This helps us clarify our assumptions and decide when they make sense 
and when they need to be changed or discarded.”

Brookfield (2017, p.8)

Most teachers are familiar with the ‘end of course survey’ which elicits student levels of satisfaction 
with content, teaching, assessment etc. At AUT, this is commonly referred to as SPEQ: the Student Paper 
Experience Questionnaire, typically given to students at the end of a semester.

Learnings gained from end of course student survey results may be applied to the next iteration of the 
paper. However, it does not have direct benefit to the students who completed the survey. Therefore it is 
important for teachers to consider other means of seeking, and acting on, student input throughout the 
semester. Doing so allows teachers to make timely adjustments to meet students’ needs when they need it.

Adopting a practice that involves regularly gathering, evaluating and acting on evaluative data from 
students allows for responsive design of learning in partnership with students.

Strategies
Gathering informal input from students

There are various ways a teacher can ‘take the pulse’ of a student group to inform the direction of 
teaching and learning. A few of these are outlined below: 

1-minute paper / exit survey

The 1-minute paper (sometimes called an exit survey) invites students to respond to a variation of these 
two prompts:

• What are the (2) most significant things that you have learned today?

• What important questions are still unanswered for you?

Variations might include:

• What is the most useful / meaningful / (un)helpful / surprising / disturbing thing you have learned 
this week? 

• On a scale from 1-5, how useful were the group activities we did in class today?  

• Is there anything you did not understand? 

• What is one thing that would make weekly tutorials more relevant / interesting for you?

• On a scale from 1-5, how manageable is the workload for this paper so far? 
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The major advantage of the 1-minute paper, which is usually given at the end of a session, is that it 
provides rapid feedback. It should only take students a minute or so to write their responses. Giving 
students post it notes, or small squares of scrap paper can help communicate that the expectation is not to 
write an essay.  

 
Entry survey

A variation of the 1-minute paper that comes specifically at the start of a session. It focuses on what 
students remember from the previous session (or module), and can kickstart a review of key learnings 
aligned to students’ needs.

Ask students directly

Asking students directly about their experience of your paper not only helps them feel involved in the 
learning process, it also models reflection for them. Consider asking questions such as:

• Was this activity successful? Why or why not?

• If we do this again, what can I do differently to help you learn more?

• Did this activity help you learn more than others we have done? Why?

In-class polls

An in-class poll can be as simple as asking for a show of hands to check students have all the 
information they need to get started on an activity. Thinking more broadly, polls can be used creatively 
to:

• Monitor understanding

• Determine which topics students are most interested in pursuing during a session

• Enable students to alert you that they have reached saturation point, or are confused

• Highlight ‘burning’ questions students may have during a session

Polls generally take the form of a ‘closed’ question with a defined range of answer options such as Yes-No 
(binary) or A-B-C-D (multichoice) to enable a quick response.

Although polls can be conducted effectively without the use of technology (raised hands, verbal responses 
etc.), some students may be reluctant to give live feedback (due to the lack of anonymity), and large classes 
will inevitably prevent some students from speaking out.
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Online forums

The online forum offers a more flexible space for students to provide feedback in their own time.

Within the Blackboard course for AUT papers, discussion forums can be set up with threads to elicit 
feedback on specific aspects of teaching and learning e.g. Questions on Week 2 lecture content, Feedback 
on class activities, Feedback on Bb resources. Padlet can be used in a similar way.

A few considerations before implementing an online discussion forum:

• Students may need guidelines for posting constructive, respectful feedback online

• Forums have no time limit unless set, so can remain open for the duration of the paper (if desired)

• Students need to log in to post, therefore their feedback is not anonymous

• Feedback posted to a forum can be viewed by anyone enrolled in the course

• Forums may require teacher moderation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student assessment evidence

Student assessment evidence (formative and summative) is a rich source of evaluation information which 
can help the teacher understand which concepts have been understood well, and which students are less 
clear on. 

Analysis of the work that students produce for assessment tasks also provides valuable insight into 
how well the assessment itself is performing in terms of allowing students to demonstrate the learning 
outcomes to the best of their ability.

A willingness to seek regular feedback from our students comes with a 
responsibility to hear what they have to say, and to remain open to making 
adjustments to our teaching practice. That requires a degree of humility, objectivity 
and flexibility. How comfortable are you with informally asking your students for 
feedback and taking on board what they say?

There are a range of e-polling tools that can elicit anonymous     
feedback from students at the touch of a button from their own     
device. These include:

• GoSoapBox – offers a variety of poll types including a ‘confusion barometer’;

• Kahoot – a popular quizzing tool which can be used as a polling tool;

• Blackboard Collaborate (AUT-supported), Mentimetre and Poll Everywhere – 
online teaching tools with embedded polling tools to gauge responses during 
synchronous presentations.

https://blackboard.aut.ac.nz/webapps/portal/execute/tabs/tabAction?tab_tab_group_id=_1_1
https://padlet.com/
https://www.gosoapbox.com/
https://kahoot.it/
https://blackboard.aut.ac.nz/webapps/portal/execute/tabs/tabAction?tab_tab_group_id=_1_1
https://www.mentimeter.com/
https://www.polleverywhere.com/
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This information can be wasted if students are only assessed at the end of a paper. However, providing 
opportunities for formative assessment early on, and at various points through the paper, provides more 
feedback to the teacher on how students are progressing, so that teaching approaches or content can be 
adjusted.

Student Satisfaction Surveys (SPEQ) 

At AUT, an instrument called the Student Paper Experience Questionnaire (SPEQ) is the ‘survey tool’ used 
to gather formal feedback on students’ perceptions and experiences of learning and teaching in each 
paper. Typically, the paper coordinator requests a SPEQ for each paper each semester.

The SPEQ is based on quality indicators from the Course Experience Questionnaire (CEQ) and the UK’s 
National Student Survey (NSS). These two surveys form the basis of programme evaluation in Australia and 
the UK and are widely used in collecting feedback at paper level across Australasia. 

SPEQ incorporates items from the following CEQ and/or NSS quality indicators: 

• Clear Goals and Standards

• Good Teaching

• Appropriate Assessment

• Appropriate Workload

• Learning Resources

• Generic Skills

• Organisation

The SPEQ Item Bank is provided on the following page. For more detail on the survey, see this page on 
AUTi (or type SPEQ into the AUTi search bar).

https://auti.aut.ac.nz/learningteaching/studentsurvey/Pages/A-New-Instrument---The-SPEQ.aspx
https://auti.aut.ac.nz/learningteaching/studentsurvey/Pages/A-New-Instrument---The-SPEQ.aspx
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Quality Indicators

Administration, organisation and structural issues

100 The paper had good structure and flow

101 The paper had good communication systems

102 All teaching sessions had clearly stated outcomes

103 The lecturer was available to help

104 Lectures were valuable to this paper

105 Practicals were valuable to this paper

106 Tutorials were valuable to this paper

107 Paper content was relevant to the paper outline

108 Paper content was relevant to paper learning outcomes

109 Paper content was relevant to overall programme learning outcomes

SPEQ Item bank questions 

Item bank questions for the SPEQ as retrieved on July 13 2020. A default version of the survey is generated 
which paper coordinators can add to.

110 The paper integrated well into the overall programme

111 The paper met my expectations

112 The paper met its stated purpose/ aims

113 The paper met its stated learning outcomes

114 Practicals/ field trips were valuable to this paper

Assessment

200 Paper assessment was relevant to paper learning outcomes

201 The paper had a good variety/ style of assessment tasks

202 Assessments for this paper were timetabled well

203 Assignments, tests, and feedback were effective aids to learning
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Learning and teaching methodologies/Paper process

400 There was a balance between self-directed and teacher-directed learning

401 There was a balance between theory and application/ practice

402 The use of guest lecturers was of benefit to this paper

403 The paper stimulated ongoing learning

404 Paper learning activities generated interest and challenges

405 The paper generated interest and challenges

406 There were opportunities to contribute to in-class learning (e.g. asking 
questions)

407 There were opportunities to work in groups

408 The overall pace of paper teaching/ learning activities supported my learning

Resources

300 Prescribed reading materials (e.g. journals, reference text, desk copies) 
supported the paper’s learning outcomes

301 Equipment necessary to the paper was available/ accessible

302 Audio-visual materials (slides, OHTs, videos etc.) were helpful to learning

303 Resource materials (e.g. texts, handouts, paper guides) were useful/relevant to 
the paper
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Evidence from peers
Another valuable source of evidence for improving practice is your peers. Other teachers you work with 
may have experience using strategies that you want to try out in class. They may offer a perspective that 
you have not considered. It can also be useful having another set of eyes and ears in the room, focusing on 
your teaching practice and giving you opportunities to consider and improve your practice.

Strategies

The following three evaluation strategies involving peers are discussed below:

• Informal discussions

• Collaborative peer observations

• Communities of practice

Of these strategies, the most complex is collaborative peer observation. For this reason, the section will 
largely focus on this particular strategy.

Informal discussions

Your everyday interactions with colleagues, especially those you have a natural affinity with, can provide 
valuable opportunities to progress your practice. Indeed, an informal conversation over lunch or a coffee 
can be a vehicle for sharing experiences and challenges and for gathering ideas and insights into teaching 
and learning within a specific context.

Instead of waiting for structured opportunities (e.g. conferences, faculty symposia, professional 
development activities) to discuss teaching and learning and to spark new ideas, try to include it in your 
normal, daily conversations with peers.

Collaborative peer observation

Collaborative peer observations involve being observed during your practice and observing a peer during 
theirs. It is a reciprocal, collegial approach designed to support both parties in their development as 
teaching professionals. 

Aims

Collaborative peer observation has six main aims (Martin & Double, 1998). These are:

1. Improving or developing an understanding of personal approaches to curriculum delivery

2. Enhancing and extending teaching techniques through collaboration

3. Exchanging insights relating to the review of teaching performance
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4. Expanding personal skills of self-reflection and evaluation

5. Developing curriculum planning skills in collaboration with peers and colleagues

6. Identifying areas in teaching practice with particular merit or in need of development

Stages of Collaborative Peer Observation

In general, collaborative peer observation of teaching involves three distinct stages:

 › Pre-observation discussion – during this conversation, the aims of the session to be observed, 
amongst other things, are clarified and there is opportunity for the teacher to communicate areas 
they wish to receive feedback on.

 › Observation of teaching practice – during the session, the observer completes an in-person 
observation of their peer’s teaching practice (face-to-face or, less commonly, online).

 › Post observation discussion/reflection – during this post-session conversation, the observer 
respectfully gives feedback, clarifies any questions they may have had during the session, and the 
pair reflect on the session with the mutual aim of improving their own teaching practice.

The three-stage approach to peer observation is widely promoted in the literature (Chism, 2007; Martin 
& Double, 1998; Siddiqui et al., 2007). It involves two colleagues inviting each other into their learning 
environment, agreeing on the tikanga (protocol) that they will follow and learning from each other’s 
practice and perspective. 

Typically, the process is guided by an observation form. This form is typically filled out by the observer, 
but the person being observed may also include some comments on it indicating what they would like 
specific feedback on. Some forms are quite simple, serving more as a place to jot down notes that inform 
discussion afterwards. For example:

Pre-observation
(teacher to 
complete)

Session aims:
What (if any) particular aspects of teaching or learning would you like feedback 
on?

Observation
(observer to 
complete)

What worked well / Something you did that I might try myself:
What I might have done differently:

Post observation
(teacher to 
complete)

Reflection on the process:
Adjustments to my teaching going forward (if any):
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Benefits

The use of collaborative peer observation is widely accepted to improve the quality of teaching and 
learning experiences. 

It provides more focused and detailed information about a teacher’s practice than informal chats in 
passing. While it should not avoid addressing areas for improvement, it also helps teachers focus on what 
is working well, so that both parties can reflect on these strategies and be more intentional with their use.

As it involves observing a session in situ, collaborative peer observation can be a rich stimulus to 
promote discussion of the relative merits of different pedagogical approaches, the underlying values 
and assumptions about learning, and the mechanics of specific elements within the classroom or lecture 
theatre. 

While not identified as a specific aim, collaborative peer observation can also help strengthen collegial 
relationships, help teachers find a close critical friend, and clearly signals an openness to engaging in 
continuous improvement. 

To work most effectively, collaborative peer observation requires the development of a culture in which 
teaching is valued and openly discussed, a willingness for participants to interact in a reciprocal nature, 
and an open mind regarding new ideas and suggestions for improvement.

Compare these peer observation forms. 

Some support the collaborative peer observation process that is advocated at AUT. 
Others are more closely aligned to an evaluative process, where the observed 
teacher is numerically ‘graded’.

Consider both the intent of the prompts in the forms (how they help guide the 
observation process), and the practicality of implementation.

Which might you prefer to use, and why?

• Appendix A and B of Fletcher (2017)

• Ako Aotearoa 

• Charles Sturt University – Faculty of Science

• Michigan teacher rubric 

• Wayne County School District, USA 

https://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=1023&context=fshn_hs_pubs
https://ako.ac.nz/assets/Knowledge-centre/NPF-12-006-Professional-Development-to-Improve-Outcomes-for-Under-25-Learners/TEACHING-RESOURCE-Peer-Observation-of-Teaching-.pdf
https://science.csu.edu.au/peer-review-of-teaching
https://www.nhaschools.com/getattachment/57ce4eee-870a-4a57-82ae-7725688df294/19-20-michigan-teacher-rubric.pdf
https://www.wayne.k12.ms.us/userfiles/384/PeertoPeerClassroomObservationForm.pdf
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Tips for effective peer observation
Peer observer traits

1. Has sensitivity and can empathise with the person being observed

2. Sees teaching improvement as an important objective of the observation process

3. Is reflective about their own teaching

4. Is a good listener

5. Has the ability to give advice and constructive feedback

6. Takes the observation process seriously and carefully prepares for the observation

7. Accepts the validity of different teaching methods and styles, especially when they differ from their 
own

Before the observation

Consider making an arrangement to observe and be observed by a peer from a different academic 
discipline. Collaborative peer observation focuses on teaching practice, as opposed to the content being 
taught, therefore the observer does not always need to be from the same discipline. In fact, it can be 
advantageous to both parties if they are from different disciplines (e.g. a peer from Business observing a 
session in Visual Arts) so that the observer can maintain a focus on the teaching practice.

Regardless of whether you are observing someone from within your discipline or not, you should aim 
to gain a clear understanding of the intended outcomes of the session before you attend. It is also 
recommended that the students are informed an observation will be taking place, and of its purpose.

After the observation

Try to meet to discuss the observed session while it is still fresh in the memory of both parties. Ideally, this 
‘debriefing’ should take place somewhere neutral (e.g. a café, an unused classroom) and quiet enough to 
allow a decent conversation. It should be a constructive, friendly conversation involving input from both 
parties. Along with the observer describing their experience and observations, the meeting should include 
the observed party reflecting on the experience, comparing the actual and intended outcome(s), and 
describing some of the thinking that went into their session.

Timely, constructive feedback

When providing feedback to the observed party, it may be best to describe what you observed, as opposed 
to criticising it. For example: instead of reporting “poor use of PowerPoint”, which comes across as quite 
judgmental, you may wish to report “when explaining, you often stood in front of the projector screen. This 
made it difficult to read the slide that you were highlighting” (descriptive).

Perhaps the hardest thing to do, but also the most valuable, is to look beyond specific moments or 
incidences in the session and instead try to identify more frequent habits, approaches, techniques, etc. By 
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doing so, you move beyond comments that the person may have already mentally addressed and are able 
to focus on broader characteristics of their practice.

Communities of practice (CoPs)

A community of practice is a collective of people who engage “in a process of collective learning in a 
shared domain of human endeavour” (Wenger-Trayner, 2015, para. 1). It is a similar concept to a ‘Book 
Club’.

Communities of Practice can be established by groups of like-minded teachers interested in reflecting on 
their practice. The group could meet regularly to:

• Report back on activities or strategies trialled for the first time

• Explore challenges and offer collegial support

• Evaluate a particular area of teaching that is of current relevance, such as ‘ways to engage learners 
online’

While not specifically designed to facilitate evaluation of teaching practice, a community of practice can 
certainly support that.

*Acknowledgement: Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium (2016) image has been recreated to maintain visual consistency.

Reflect on a peer observation experience you have been part of. Perhaps you have  
been the observer, or have been observed.

• How did the process work? 

• How did it feel to be in that role? 

• How did you give or receive feedback about the teaching practice observed?

• What parts of that experience would you keep? What parts would you change 
and why?
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Modern communities of practice have grown from the work of Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger, who studied 
apprenticeship as a learning model. Wenger-Trayner (2015) describe three characteristics of communities 
of practice as:

The domain – A community of practice has an identity defined by a shared domain of interest. A 
community of practice forms around this domain and values collective competence, in that the community 
learns from each other about how to improve within that domain.

The community – In pursuing individual interests within their domain of interest, members of a 
community of practice engage in joint activities and discussions, help each other, and share information. 
The community members build relationships that enable them to learn from each other and genuinely 
care about their standing with each other. A website in itself is not a community of practice and having the 
same job or the same title does not make for a community of practice unless members interact and learn 
together.

The practice – A community of practice is not just a group of people that have a shared interest in 
something. For it to be considered a community of practice, the members must be practitioners associated 
with the domain of interest. The community forms around their development of a shared repertoire of 
experiences, stories, tools, approaches, ways of addressing problems, etc. 

 

Evidence from self

As valuable as evidence from our peers and students may be, critical reflection on one’s own teaching 
practice is key to the evaluation process.

Reflection might be viewed as a process of thinking about what is happening (or what has happened), 
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what might have contributed to it, and appropriate actions to take in response. This is not only a normal 
part of human existence – neuro-science has even identified a brain network that is partially dedicated to 
processing information about ourselves (Moran, 2016) – it is a process closely linked to learning. In simple 
terms, we learn through trial and error, but the learning doesn’t happen without reflection on what went 
wrong, and inquiry into what we might do differently. 

Reflection can also be viewed through a Te Ao Māori lens. Āta, which translates literally as ‘with care’ 
or ‘with deliberation’, is an age-old Māori philosophy. Āta adds a quality of care and deliberation to our 
actions and to our interactions with others – a quality that stems from an appreciation and understanding 
of our connectedness to the world around us. 

“As one moves through the world, one develops and is constantly transformed by relationships 
with the world through one’s connection to all living things. This requires an acute awareness 
that things connected are in turn transformed, and this signals a need for caution, a need to 
act with clear and deliberate intentions. The path of āta offers a path to follow that ensures all 
actions are legitimate.”

Forsyth (2006, p.14)

The practitioner who lives and breathes āta is not only reflective, but keeps relationships at the heart of 
their practice.

Knowing your reflection style

Self-reflection comes in many guises. An engineer, for example, may more readily relate to the idea of 
identifying or fixing a problem. It is important to acknowledge that in context, problem-solving is a type of 
reflection which leads to inquiry and improvement in practice.

Similarly, there is no one-size-fits-all approach to undertaking effective self-reflection. If there is one 
rule, it is that reflection tends to require a bit of time and space, which is something busy teachers do not 
always have at their fingertips. 

To learn more about the meaning of āta, see the definitions of various phrases 
such as āta whakaaro and āta kōrero in Pohatu (2013). The introductory chapter of 
Forsyth’s Master’s Thesis:  Āta: a theoretical base for best practice in teaching is 
also well worth a read for insight into the application of āta to a reflective teaching 
practice.

If your discipline is not akin to ‘self-reflection’, consider ways in which reflection is 
integrated into your profession, and how you might translate that to reflecting on 
teaching and learning in your context. Consider also how reflection might manifest 
in the following disciplines: 

https://openrepository.aut.ac.nz/handle/10292/6488
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Reflection prompts

Below is a series of questions that may prompt reflection on various aspects of teaching. A more 
comprehensive list of prompts is provided in Appendix B. 
 

Reflecting on activities, sessions 

This type of reflection can be done on a daily basis, often after one session or before the next. The 
reflection is on: 

• What went well in relation to the teaching or learning that occurred during a session

• A particular activity that might have been trialled within a session.

It is an opportunity to reflect on what might be improved before the session or activity is delivered again.

Note: See Appendix B for further prompts.

One way of reflecting is to record a session with a group of students and replay the video afterwards. This 
is more easily done in a lecture recording enabled room, but can also be done using a portable camera 
or web-cam. While it can be uncomfortable initially to watch oneself on screen, video allows a teacher to 
focus on aspects of learning they may not have noticed while teaching.

Reflecting on critical incidents 

Every so often, a teacher experiences a critical incident, termed such because it is catalytic in shifting their 
values, or their beliefs about teaching and learning. 

Critical incidents can be empowering, or challenging. Let’s say a teacher is unable to use their PowerPoint 
presentation one day due to a technical glitch, only to learn later that students enjoyed the lecture without 
it. This may result in an empowering shift away from dependency on PowerPoint. At other times, critical 
incidents present a challenge to be worked through: for example, an activity that falls flat, or an approach 
that results in student dissatisfaction/complaints.

Reflecting on a 
session

• What did you teach? 

• Did you encounter any challenges/difficulties? 

• What happened? 

• How did it feel?

• How do you feel about the language you used? the choice of activities? 

• Did the session move students towards mastery of the concepts and skills 
addressed in the objective/learning target?

Reflecting on an 
activity 

• Which students benefited from this activity? Which did not?
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When a critical incident occurs, it can be helpful to reflect more deeply.

Note: See Appendix B for further prompts.

Reflecting on teaching approaches and strategies

Reflection might also be applied to a particular teaching and learning strategy, or to an approach that a 
teacher has been experimenting with.

A few examples:

Note: See Appendix B for further prompts.

(Reliving) an 
empowering 
or challenging 
incident

• What is happening? Why do I think it is happening?

• How are students reacting/responding/behaving? Why?

• How does the literature support my explanation for this incident /what 
solutions does it offer?

• What personal principles underlie my choice of action?

• What have I learned and how will I make use of that? 

Approach to 
assessment

• Do my assessments really reflect learning, or merely task completion or 
memorisation skills?

• What evidence do I have that my students are learning?

Approach to 
relationships

• Are the relationships that I have with my students helping or hindering 
their ability to learn?

• Was my demeanour and attitude today effective for student learning?

• Are my students excited to come to my class?

A recent change in 
my approach
(e.g. replacing live 
sessions in Bb 
Collaborate with 
pre-recorded videos 
for online papers)

• What did I change? Why?

• How did it go? 

• Will I keep this change? 

• Do I need to investigate further?

Trial of a new 
strategy 
(e.g. asking students 
to provide formative 
feedback on a 
peer’s assessment)

• Why did I implement this strategy – what were the foreseen/actual 
teaching and learning benefits?

• How did students respond?

• What challenges arose?

• Will I continue using this strategy?
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Reflecting on core beliefs and values

Sometimes, reflection on the smaller aspects of teaching practice can lead to a deeper inquiry into our 
identity, as people and as practitioners. 

When applying for promotion to Senior Lecturer at AUT, staff are asked to reflect on their teaching 
philosophy, which is really asking – who are you as a teacher? how do you believe students learn best? 
how do you believe you can support their learning? What values and beliefs influence the way you teach? 

In the video, Dr. Te Taka Keegan, recipient of the Ako Aotearoa Prime Minister’s 
Supreme Award 2017, reflects on the values that underpin his teaching philosophy 
and how these show through in his classes.  As you watch, make a note of the 
values he mentions, and how these translate into his practice as an educator. 

Values / Beliefs How these translate into practice

Now consider how your own values and beliefs about teaching and learning 
translate into your current practice. 

• What values and principles underpin my teaching?

• Where did they come from?

• What do they look like in my teaching?

Additional video clips of past recipients of the Ako Aotearoa Prime Minister’s 
Supreme Award reflecting on their practice:

 › Matthew Thompson  

 › Haruko Stuart  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2GlgtlxYvw&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=AkoAotearoa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBMxneW0eN8&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=AkoAotearoa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADtGOUPvTsM&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=AkoAotearoa
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Evidence from scholarship

The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) can been described as a synthesis of teaching, learning, 
and research that brings a scholarly lens to what happens in the physical or virtual classroom (Vanderbilt 
Center for Teaching, 2010). 

SoTL emerged as a field in 1990, in response to a debate over the role of the academic in higher education 
(Boyer, 1990). While research was typically seen as the priority for academics, there was a growing 
awareness of the need to improve the quality of teaching as well. The emergence of SoTL encouraged 
teaching to be viewed as a scholarly pursuit. 

Although definitions of SoTL vary, most agree that it is concerned with specific questions an educator has 
about teaching or learning in their context, is evidence-based, and results in findings shared with peers to 
expand a knowledge base. One does not need a teaching degree to engage with or contribute to SoTL.

The distinction between ‘The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning’ and ‘Scholarly teaching’ is sometimes 
used to clarify that academics are not expected to contribute to the SoTL evidence base. Rather, as 
scholarly teachers, we are encouraged to ‘consult with’ and ‘critically reflect on’ that literature base to 
inform improvements to our practice (Richlin, 2001). 

For the new teacher, consulting scholarship may be as simple as typing a question into Google Scholar. 
Over time, you may choose to expand your knowledge in an area that you find yourself passionate about, 
such as assessment, online delivery, or embedding mātauranga Māori.
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AUT | Office of the Pro Vice Chancellor, Learning and Teaching 
• The altLAB website is designed to support teaching and educational practice at AUT. It offers a range 

of curated resources relating to evidence-based teaching and learning in the online and on-campus 
environments.

• The annual Teaching and Learning Conference (TLC) brings together staff from across AUT to share 
and discuss good practice and current scholarship in learning and teaching. 

AUT Library / Google Scholar

To gain the most from Google Scholar, log in first via the AUT library (or install the AUT ez-proxy from the 
Google Chrome store). This provides faster access to full-text articles. 

It is also advisable to include terms like “New Zealand”, “Australia”, and “Higher Education” in your search. 
Searches in the US and within the K-12 area (kindergarten to year 12) may provide resources with limited 
applicability. 

National Publications

There are several well-known Aotearoa New Zealand publications, many of which offer a variety of 
freely accessible resources:

• Ako Aotearoa is a “government-funded organisation committed to supporting the country’s tertiary 
sector teachers, trainers, and educators be the best they can be for the learners’ success”. 

• New Zealand Journal of Educational Studies is accessible via the AUT library, or directly from the 
journal’s website (full access available by logging in via Shibboleth here).

• All of the eight New Zealand universities have open-access research commons that house their PhD 
and Masters level research. These are:

 › AUT open repository

 › University of Waikato research commons

 › University of Auckland research space

 › University of Otago archive

 › Massey University research 

 › Victoria University of Wellington research archive

 › University of Canterbury research

This section offers a range of resources that may provide a useful starting point as 
you develop your practice.

https://altlab.aut.ac.nz/
https://ako.ac.nz/
https://www.springer.com/journal/40841
https://openrepository.aut.ac.nz/handle/10292/3
https://researchcommons.waikato.ac.nz/
https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/
https://ourarchive.otago.ac.nz/
https://mro.massey.ac.nz/
https://researcharchive.vuw.ac.nz 
https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/
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 › Lincoln University

• NZ Research is a website that includes peer reviewed and other research from universities, 
polytechnics, and research organisations throughout Aotearoa New Zealand.

International Publications 
• The Higher Education Research and Development Society of Australasia (HERDSA) is “a scholarly 

society for people committed to the advancement of higher and tertiary education”. If you are 
interested, you can join HERDSA as a member, or become an accredited fellow. There are also various 
resources on their website.

• The Australasian Society for Computers in Learning in Tertiary Education (ASCILITE) is a 
“professional association for those engaged in the educational use of technologies in tertiary 
education”. ASCILITE publishes their own academic journal, the Australian Journal of Education 
Technology (AJET). 

• While predominantly informed by US research, Faculty Focus has a very informative and easy-to-
digest regular newsletter. 

Pulling it all together
Making multi-faceted evaluation work for you

A matter of preference

How multi-faceted evaluation might be applied to practice will look different from person to person, and 
that is okay. For some, gathering evaluative evidence happens most naturally in conversation with students 
outside the lecture theatre or with peers in the kitchen. Others may need a more structured, planned 
approach. Sometimes, reflection on how an activity panned out will happen on the walk back to the staff 
room after the lesson. At other times, it may require deeper consideration and discussion to make sense of 
and be of value.

Opportunities and challenges

The table below presents the findings of a recent meta-review that explored the effectiveness of various 
evaluation strategies (Harrison et al, 2020). The study found that there were opportunities and challenges 
associated with each strategy. These may serve as a useful point of reference to determine suitable 
evaluation strategies for your own context. 

https://researcharchive.lincoln.ac.nz/
https://nzresearch.org.nz/
https://www.herdsa.org.au/
https://ascilite.org/
https://www.facultyfocus.com/
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Method Opportunities Challenges

Student
evaluation

survey

• Scalability

• Replicability

• Quantitative outcome

• Low-cost

• Can contribute as part of a wider 
quality approach

• Variability in reliability and 
validity in some instruments

• Subjective and subject to 
influence based on individual 
student and educator 
characteristics and student 
performance beyond teaching 
quality issues.

Self-assessment

• Scalability

• Replicability

• Low-cost

• Promotes reflective practice

• Useful as precursor to formative 
peer review

• Can contribute as part of a wider 
quality approach

• Lacks external perspective 
to identify novel issues or 
opportunities

• Optimal approach integrates 
self-reflection with peer 
discussion and feedback at some 
stage

Peer-review

• Promotes collegiality

• Promotes discussion and 
feedback around teaching and 
learning

• Can support both reviewer and 
reviewee in enhancing teaching 
quality

• Can contribute as part of a wider 
quality approach

• Has potential to be most 
effective when both formative 
and summative peer review 
processes are provided within an 
institution

• Resource intensive – 
requirements relating to time 
and cost of staffing

• Requires ‘expert’ reviewers

• Lacks anonymity

• Scalability requires considerable 
sustained resources

• Lack of research on role of peer 
review in online contexts

• .Acceptability may be varied, 
depending on whether the peer-
review is formative or summative

Summary of opportunities and challenges relating to identified quality evaluation and enhancement 
methods of teaching:
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Teaching
portfolio

• Potential to document a 
comprehensive account of a full 
range of teaching activities and 
evidence of impact

• Supports continuous 
development of teaching quality

• Long-term record of teaching 
development

• Potential to provide a nuanced 
account of teaching quality 
relative to the educator and/or 
context

• Resource intensive – 
requirements relating to time and 
cost of staffing for developing 
and assessing portfolios

• Requires ‘expert’ reviewers to 
assess

• Lacks anonymity

• Scalability requires considerable 
ongoing resources

What next? Evaluating the evidence

As evidence is gathered from various sources, the reflective practitioner constantly evaluates that evidence 
and uses it to inform adjustments to practice.  

The activities below may help you get started evaluating your practice in a way that works for you.

Develop an Evaluation Plan for the current semester.

The Evaluation Planning template provided in Appendix A can be used for 
evaluation of teaching over a length of time (e.g. Semester 2). Use or adapt it to 
evaluate your teaching for the remainder of this semester. 

*Acknowledgement: Harrison et al (2020) table has been recreated to maintain visual consistency
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For evaluation to be an ongoing and responsive part of our practice, it needs 
to happen regularly, so that adjustments can be made in a timely manner.

In contrast, when evaluation is a periodical– once at the end of semester say – 
teaching and learning can become fixed and inflexible.

What barriers might get in the way of teachers being able to evaluate and 
make adjustments to their teaching/classes on an ongoing basis?

Spend 15 minutes thinking through (or discussing) one aspect of teaching that is 
going well and one that offers room for improvement. If you are finding it hard to 
find space to evaluate and make improvements day-to-day, the table below may 
help keep you focused on what is important. 

An area of practice that is 
going well for me at the 

moment

… how I know it is going well 
(peers/students/self/ SoTL)

… why it is going well (specific 
activities or approaches that 

are working)
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An area of practice that is 
NOT going so well for me at 

the moment

… how I know it is not going 
so well (peers/students/ self/

SoTL)

… what I could do to improve 
it

Find a means of recording your evaluation evidence –in a paper notebook, on 
post-it notes on your office wall, or electronically in a spreadsheet. 

In time, you might consider teaming up with a colleague to write an academic 
article about changes to your practice made as a result of ongoing evaluation.
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Appendix A: Evaluation plan template
This template may be used to plan the gathering of evaluation evidence, and adjusted to reflect what was 
actually done, with notes on key findings. 

Sources of 
evidence Evaluation strategy By  

(date)
Done
(date) Key findings/takeaways

Student

Peers

Self

Scholarship

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00461520.2016.1207538
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Appendix B: Guided reflection questions
Reflecting on a session

Specialist in Higher Education, Associate Professor Beth Beckmann offers this guided thinking process, 
introduced in Module 1 and 2:

What did you teach/how did you approach a particular teaching session? 

When? (duration, ongoing…)

Why? (motivation, evidence-based…)

Who? (a particular group of learners…)

Challenges?

What happened (to you, the learners, evaluation…)?

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00461520.2016.1207538
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How did it feel?

What happened next?

Was there any sustained impact?

*Acknowledgement: Wording from www.bethbeckmann.com utilised to maintain visual consistency. 

https://bethbeckmann.com/
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Appendix B continued
Reflecting on a session

From Kourieos (2016):

 › How do you feel the lesson went? Did you face any difficulties while teaching any of the activities you 
had prepared?

 › How do you feel about the language you used while delivering the lesson?

 › How do you feel about the choice of activities? Were they suitable for the age group being 
addressed? 

From Colorado Department of Education (n.d.):

Remembering: What did I do?

 › What was the lesson?

 › Did it address all the content?

 › Did the lesson move students towards mastery of the concepts and skills addressed in the objective/
learning target?

 › How do I think the class went?

 › What do I think worked very well in this class?

 › How can I use what worked well in my next class?

 › Did the chosen instructional strategy(ies) meet the students’ learning target? How do I know?
 
Understanding: What was important about what I did? Did I meet my goals?

 › Did the goals of the lesson connect with the previous / next unit of study?

 › Where does this unit fit into the curriculum?

 › Did I follow best practices and address the standards?

 › Did the lesson clearly connect to the identified generalization (big idea)?

Applying: When did I do this before? Where could I use this again?

 › Did I build on content, product, or process from previous lessons?

 › How does this lesson scaffold the learning for the next lesson?

 › How could I adapt the instructional approach to another lesson?

 › If I teach the same lesson again, what would I do differently?

 › What would I do the same way?

 › What are the primary, core instructional strategies that I use regularly? Are these effective? Why do I 
use them?
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Analysing: Do I see any patterns or relationships in what I did

 › What background knowledge and skills did I assume students were bringing to the lesson?

 › Were the instructional strategies I used the right ones for this assignment?

 › Do I see patterns in my teaching style - for example do I comment after every student reply?

 › What were the results of the approach I used - was it effective, or could I have eliminated or 
reorganized steps?

 › Did I alter my instructional plan (instructional strategies and/or activities) as I taught the lesson? 
Why/why not?

Evaluating: How well did I do? What worked? What do I need to improve?

 › What are we learning and is it important?

 › Were my assumptions about student background knowledge and skills accurate?

 › Were any elements of the lesson more effective than other elements?

 › Did some aspects need improvement?

 › What levels of mastery did students reach?

 › What have I learned about my strengths and my areas in need of improvement?

 › What opportunities are there for improvement?

 › Were the students productively engaged? How do I know?

Creating: What should I do next? What is my plan / design?

 › How would I incorporate the best aspects of this lesson in the future?

 › What changes would I make to correct areas in need of improvement?

 › How can I best use my strengths to improve?

 › What steps should I take or resources should I use to meet my challenges?

 › Is there training or networking that would help me to meet my professional goals?

 › What new ideas have I tried in my classroom lately to keep myself energized about teaching?

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00461520.2016.1207538
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Reflecting on a critical incident

From Allas et al. (2020):
 
Guiding Questions for Oral Reflection 

What is happening? 

 › What can you see/hear yourself doing?

 › What can you see/hear the students doing?

 › Is there a relationship between what you are doing and what the students are doing? 

Why do you think this is happening?

 › Which student behaviours are caused by your behaviour? 

 › Which behaviour of yours is caused by the students’ behaviour?

 › What makes the incident a critical incident for you? 

Relating the incident to theory. 

 › Which teacher role does the incident relate to?

 › How does the literature support your causal explanation for section 2 (in the case of the empowering 
incident)?

 › What suggestions do the literature offer for solving this problem (in the case of the challenging 
incident)

What have you learnt from this event so far? How will you make use of the things that you have learned 
from this event? 

Guiding Questions for Written Reflection 

Relating the incident to theory. 

 › Which teacher role does the incident relate to?

 › How does the literature support your causal explanation for section 2 (in the case of the empowering 
incident)?

 › What suggestions do the literature offer for solving this problem (in the case of the challenging 
incident)? 

What will be your future action?

 › What will be your future action regarding this incident?

 › What do you hope to achieve by this action?

 › What personal principles underlie your choice of action?

How will you make use of the things you have learned from this event?
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Reflecting on an aspect of practice

From Edunators (2020):

Modelling Reflection – Questions to Ask With Students

 › Was this activity successful….why or why not?

 › If we do this again, what can I do differently to help you learn more?

 › Did this activity help you learn more than others we have done? Why?

Classroom Culture – Questions to Ask About Your Rules and Relationships

 › Are the relationships that I have with my students helping or hindering their ability to learn?

 › Could the problems I have in my classroom be solved by pre-teaching my expectations or developing 
rules/procedures to deal with these issues?

 › Was my demeanour and attitude towards my class today effective for student learning?

 › Am I excited to go to work today?

 › Are my students excited to come to my class today? (How much does #6 impact #7?)

 › What choices have I given my students lately?

 › Can I explain at least SOMETHING about each of my student’s personal lives?

Curriculum and Instruction – Reflection on Assessment and Grading Practices

 › Does my gradebook accurately reflect student learning?

 › Do my assessments really reflect learning, or merely task completion or memorization skills?

 › Why did I REALLY choose this particular lesson to cover this objective?

 › What evidence do I have my students are learning?

 › What new strategies have I tried lately that might benefit a student I am struggling with?

 › In what ways am I challenging students who are clearly being successful in my classroom?

 › What do I do when students are not learning in my classroom?

 › Which students benefited from this activity?

 › Which students did not benefit from this activity?

Collaboration – Questions to Ask Ourselves About Our Place in a Professional Learning Community

 › In what areas can I still improve professionally?

 › What is stopping me from improving in these areas?

 › In what ways can I support my colleagues in their student’s learning?

 › Do my actions as a teacher show my belief that all students can learn at a high level?

 › Do my actions as a teacher show that I take pride in my work?
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 › Are the relationships I have with my colleagues conducive to creating a collaborative culture focused 
on learning?

 › Are the relationships I have with my student’s parents conducive to improving learning?

Mental Health – Questions to Help Teachers Maintain a Healthy Outlook

 › What new ideas have I tried in my classroom lately to keep myself energised about teaching?

 › What have I done lately to relieve stress and focus on my own mental health, to ensure I remain an 
effective teacher?

 › What things am I currently doing that I could realistically make less of a priority in my profession?

 › How much time have I spent with my friends and family in the last two weeks?

E – Reflecting on core beliefs and values

From ASCD In service – guest blogger (2013):

What am I trying to accomplish with my students? What is the core?

 › What are my short-term goals versus long-term goals?

 › Why are these goals important? Essential? Core?

 › Where do these goals come from? Are they helpful to someone living in a 21st-century world?

 › How do my goals connect and relate to the school’s goals? The district’s? Other teachers that I work 
with?

 › What critical skills am I trying to develop? Attitudes? Understandings? Behaviors?

 › Are these goals specific enough to suggest what they will look like in practice?

 › Do these goals suggest the ways that my students will differ at the end of my teaching them from 
when I began teaching them?

What are my beliefs about how students learn?

 › How “up-to-date” are my beliefs? 

 › How much are they based on research or on my own opinions and ideas? 

 › How do my beliefs influence the way I teach?

 How do I create a positive climate for learning?

 › How do I build strong, positive relationships with my students? 

 › Engage and motivate all my students to learn? 

 › Inspire my students to learn and to continue their learning after they leave me?

What “essential” questions do I want my students to explore?

 › Instead of thinking about my teaching in terms of goals and objectives, how can I design core, 
essential questions to promote inquiry among my students? 
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 › What questions should be the starting points for my teaching during the year?

What are the primary, core types of instructional strategies that I use regularly?

 › Are these effective? Are they “powerful”? Engaging? 

 › Why do I use these? Do they work? Why or why not?

How do I know when my students have accomplished my goals?

 › What are the best ways for me to determine whether my students have accomplished my goals? 

 › What types of student work will best demonstrate success?  

 › Student performances? Behaviours? 

 › Use and application of skills? Attitudes?

How do I get feedback from my students on how well they are doing? How do I use feedback to improve 
student learning?

 › What types of student work demonstrates progress on the part of my students? 

 › How can I provide constructive feedback so that students improve on what they do over time?

How do I customize and individualize learning for my students?

 › What can I do to help every student achieve my goals? 

 › What can I do better to make this happen?

What is special and unique about my teaching?

 › What makes my individual style of teaching unique and special? 

 › What makes it work for me? Why do I do what I do?

How will I work on my teaching in order to improve what I do?

 › What opportunities are there for improvement? 

 › Who and what helps me to improve? 

 › What resources do I use? How do I collaborate with others?
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